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Three Sub-Projects in SHARPS

**EHR** — Electronic Health Records, managing patient records within an enterprise

**HIE** — Health Information Exchange, sharing records between enterprises or between an enterprise and a patient in the form of a Personal Health Record

**TEL** — Telemedicine, monitoring remotely, communicating with multimedia, and controlling implanted medical devices
EHR

**PROT** – Self Protecting EHRs – using attribute based encryption to protect policies for outsourced records

**POL** – Policy Terrain and Implications of HIT – exploring the ramifications of regulations for HIT

**PAHIS** – Privacy-Aware Health Information Systems – how to build systems with formally verifiable privacy and security assurances
HIE

**RSHIE** – Responsive, Secure Health Information Exchange – formally building HIEs based on a service model

**EBAM** – Experience-Based Access Management – a lifecycle model for learning from experience with audit logs and improving enforced control

**PHR** – Personal Health Records – addressing gaps in policy for providers of PHRs
IMD – Implantable Medical Devices – security threats for IMDs

REMOTE – Remote Monitoring for Mobile and Assisted Living – home and mobile monitoring with personal sensors

IMMERSE – Tele-Immersion - multi-media support for telemedicine

SAFETY – Patient Safety Assessment – reviewing FDA records to measure risk
Cross-Cutting Themes

**Service models** – how can a capability be provided as a service with adequate privacy and security?

**Regulations and public policy** – how do regulatory and public policy considerations interact with technologies for privacy and security?

**Open validation** – how can SHARPS help the research community validate new ideas?
Security and Privacy

**Security**
- Countering threats to the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of systems
- Theft and vandalism are common instances
- Likely in health IT?

**Privacy**
- Not easily defined
  - Right of a subject to control access to, and use of, data about himself or herself
  - Contextual integrity: customary flows of information in a context
- Key challenge in healthcare IT
Security for IMDs

Challenge: increasing interconnectedness of IMDs brings risks of surreptitious state changes and disclosure of private data

Approach: clarify criteria and design solutions focusing on communication with home healthcare infrastructure

**Short Term:** develop initial computer security and privacy criteria for IMDs supporting telemedicine applications.

**Short Term:** review FDA data and provide patients and providers with risk estimates related to the clinical impact of security and privacy breaches of medical devices.

**Long Term:** implement research prototypes that enable IMDs to interoperate with measurable security and privacy.

**Team:** Kevin Fu (UMass), Yoshi Kohno (UW), Bill Maisel (Harvard/BIDMC)
Privacy for Health Records

**Challenge:** increase least privilege protection for health records within or between health organizations

**Approach:** develop Experience Based Access Management (EBAM) process model for health records

**Short Term:** develop algorithms for supervised and unsupervised learning and analyze their effectiveness with log data from team institutions

**Long Term:** develop EBAM process and suite of analytic tools for use in hospitals and HIEs

**Team:** Mark Frisse (Vanderbilt), Carl Gunter (UIUC), Darren Lacey (JHU), Christoph Lehmann (JHU), David Liebovitz (Northwestern), Dan Roth (UIUC), Avi Rubin (JHU), Janos Sztipanovits (Vanderbilt)
Conclusions

Security and privacy risks are a significant barrier to the deployment and meaningful use of health information technology.

Technical challenges in these areas can be addressed with emerging and new technologies from the computer security research community.

SHARPS represents a fresh team of proven researchers with a strategy for solving high priority long-term problems in a way that yields meaningful results in the short term.

http://sharps.org

Welcome to the SHARPS home page! SHARPS is a multi-institutional and multidisciplinary research project, supported by the Health and Human Services Office of the National Coordinator, aimed at reducing security and privacy barriers to the meaningful use of health information technology.

The project is a collaborative effort of twelve institutions and twenty senior investigators that represent expertise in cyber security and healthcare.

SHARPS was initiated in April 2010. Check back soon at www.sharps.org for much more information on the project!

SHARPS will reduce the privacy and security risks that currently prevent patients and their support networks of family, friends, and care providers from taking full advantage of the potential power of health information systems.

Read a fictional scenario that illustrates some of the many ways SHARPS research will improve patients’ experiences with health information systems.
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